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In this work, we applied internal quantum efficiency mapping to study the recombination activity
of grain boundaries in High Performance Multicrystalline Silicon under different processing
conditions. Wafers were divided into groups and underwent different thermal processing,
consisting of phosphorus diffusion gettering and surface passivation with hydrogen rich layers.
After these thermal treatments, wafers were processed into heterojunction with intrinsic thin layer
solar cells. Light Beam Induced Current and Electron Backscatter Diffraction were applied to
analyse the influence of thermal treatment during standard solar cell processing on different types
of grain boundaries. The results show that after cell processing, most random-angle grain bound-
aries in the material are well passivated, but small-angle grain boundaries are not well passivated.
Special cases of coincidence site lattice grain boundaries with high recombination activity are also
found. Based on micro-X-ray fluorescence measurements, a change in the contamination level is
suggested as the reason behind their increased activity. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5018797
I. INTRODUCTION
With multicrystalline silicon being the dominant material
used for solar cells, the mechanisms of how crystalline defects
affect final device performance require more attention.1,2 It is
established that both dislocations and grain boundaries are det-
rimental in this regard3–6 due to the interactions between these
structural defects and impurities introduced to the material at
various processing stages.3,7 It was reported that the increased
recombination strength of dislocations during solar cell proc-
essing can be related to a change in precipitate distribution.8 In
the so-called High Performance Multicrystalline (HPMC) sili-
con, material grain boundaries are an important part of the
structure. Traditionally, grain boundaries were considered as
harmful to device performance, and crystal growth processes
were optimized to obtain large grains with small grain bound-
ary densities. Recently, it was discovered that decreasing the
grain size while maintaining a structure where random-angle
grain boundaries (RAGBs) were prevalent led to increased cell
efficiency.9–11 RA grain boundaries allow a better relaxation of
thermal stress, acting as sinks for recombination active disloca-
tions. The second type of grain boundaries most often found in
HPMC Si are the Coincidence Site Lattice (CSL) grain bound-
aries with R3 index of coincidence.11 Most of the R3 grain
boundaries are coherent twin boundaries, meaning that the
interface plane has the same orientation of the {111} type in
the two adjacent grains.12 Grain boundaries, where the grains
still have a CSL orientation relative to each other but where
the boundary plane is random, can also occur. Because of the
orientation of the plane in such cases, the resulting boundary
often consists of small facets coherent on their own. Some
cases of such R3 grain boundaries consist of facets with {111}
and {112} orientations, and the {112} facets introduce a lattice
mismatch relaxed by an extended bond of a silicon atom with
5-fold-coordination.13 Cases of macroscopically incoherent R3
grain boundary planes with a random plane orientation but
microscopically coherent {111} and {112} facets with a neigh-
boring array of dislocations were also found.14 Small-angle
grain boundaries (SAGBs), i.e., grain boundaries with their
misorientation angle below 15, can be also found in the mate-
rial. This type of grain boundary is structurally equivalent to a
line of densely packed dislocations. According to Chen and
Sekiguchi, this type of grain boundary is the most detrimental
to the electrical performance.15
The focus of this work is to study the different types of
grain boundaries in HPMC Si and to quantify the effects of
different thermal processes in standard solar cell manufactur-
ing on the recombination activity at these grain boundaries,
in order to better understand how they affect the final cell
efficiency.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A. Growth and processing
The material used in this study comes from a hybrid
ingot consisting of half HPMC and half Quasi-Mono (QM)
material. The ingot has been grown in a Crystalox DS 250
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furnace with a specific seeding structure allowing for simul-
taneous growth of HPMC and quasi-mono in one ingot. A
high purity crucible was used to obtain purity in the ingot
grown in a pilot scale furnace comparable with industrially
grown ingots. A detailed description of the seeding structure
can be found elsewhere.8,16 More information about wafer
processing and sample preparation can also be found therein,
but the basic details are presented below.
The ingot was cut into a block, ground, and industrially
wafered into full size (156  156mm2) wafers about 180lm
thick. The wafers were then damage etched. The first group
consists of ungettered (U) wafers. The second group of wafers
(G) was gettered by phosphorus in-diffusion at 830 C with
POCl3 gas for 60min followed by an emitter etch-back. The
third group of wafers was gettered and subsequently hydroge-
nated through a simulated contact firing process with a hydro-
gen rich anti-reflection coating present prior to the emitter
etch-back. This last group, after phosphorus diffusion getter-
ing and a standard high temperature contact firing process
with a peak temperature of 720 C, constituted the gettered
and hydrogenated group (GþH). All wafers were then sur-
face passivated using PECVD deposition of hydrogenated
amorphous silicon. The groups consisted of neighboring
wafers; thus, for each position in the ingot, the same grain
boundaries were compared after different processing steps.
Processed wafers were cut into 50mm 50mm samples
and processed further into Heterojunction with Intrinsic Thin
layer solar cells (HIT).17 The cell structure enabled Light
Beam Induced Current (LBIC) measurements, and the HIT
structure was chosen to avoid thermally induced changes to
the bulk recombination activity thanks to the low processing
temperatures (less than 200 C). Following electrical charac-
terization, the cell structure was removed by etching in aqua
regia at 80 C for 2 h. Samples were then mechanically pol-
ished to enable Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD)
analysis of grain boundaries. Finally, 10mm 10mm sam-
ples were cut from several samples for Micro-X-Ray
Fluorescence (l-XRF) to analyse the precipitate distribution
in selected areas.
B. Characterization
The main purpose of this work was to quantify the recombi-
nation activity of specific grain boundaries at different process-
ing steps. To this end, LBIC was chosen as a technique to map
the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) at grain boundaries with
sufficient spatial resolution. The measurements of HIT cells
made on the analysed wafers were performed using a custom-
built LBIC system with an 826nm laser as an excitation source.
The spatial resolution used was about 12.5lm under about
2lW light power.3,18 The recombination activity at grain
boundaries has been quantified using IQE contrast, according to
the formula presented and used by Chen and Sekiguchi15
IQEc ¼ Ib  Ig
Ib
; (1)
where Ib is the IQE of the background and Ig the IQE at the
grain boundary.
After LBIC characterization, samples were prepared for
EBSD measurements and analysed with a Nordif EBSD
detector mounted on a Jeol JSM 840 microscope. The grain
boundary type information was extracted from the resulting
data using the “EDAX OIM Analysis” software. The restric-
tive Palumbo criterion was used to classify CSL grain
boundaries.19,20 The resulting grain boundary maps and IQE
maps were manually matched.
Spatially resolved l-XRF measurements were used to
map metal distributions at grain boundaries in selected sam-
ples. These measurements were performed at beamline 2-ID-
D at the Advanced Photon Source, using a 200 nm beam spot
size and 220 nm steps to scan areas of about 225 lm2 and
400 lm2.21
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The result presentation is divided into the bottom part of
the ingot, and middle and top parts, as the grain boundaries
in the bottom showed different electrical activities during
processing, most probably because of a difference in the ini-
tial impurity concentration. There was also a difference
between the wafers coming from the middle and top of the
ingot, in that the grain boundaries in wafers from the top
showed a stronger IQE contrast after gettering, but since the
changes in contrast during processing and the characteristics
of the fully processed, GþH group from the top were simi-
lar to what was observed in the middle, they are discussed in
one section.
A. Bottom of the ingot
Grain boundaries affect the IQE strongly in this part of
the ingot, as the grain size is smaller, meaning a larger grain
boundary density. Figure 1 shows a representative sample
area analyzed by IQE after different processing steps and a
corresponding EBSD map. These results suggest that at the
bottom of the ingot, the recombination active grain bound-
aries are mostly of the RA and SA type, with CSL grain
boundaries showing recombination activity less frequently.
The ungettered state shows a much lower overall perfor-
mance on samples from the bottom of the ingot. The IQE map
reveals zones near grain boundaries with increased efficiency.
The intragrain IQE is at levels of 60%–70%, and at the grain
boundaries it is lower, down to 40%–50%, but there is a zone
up to about 100–150lm from the grain boundary where the
IQE increases even up to 80%. These zones with increased
IQE can be explained based on an assumption that the overall
poor performance of the ungettered samples is caused by an
increased impurity concentration in this part of the ingot.22,23
The zone with increased IQE values would then be an area
depleted of impurities through internal gettering and precipita-
tion on grain boundaries, so-called “denuded zones.”24 A
detailed analysis of such denuded zones was performed by
Autruffe et al.20 An important conclusion from their work, rel-
evant to the results presented here, is that precipitates in
HPMC Si, in the absence of dislocation clusters, form rather
on sparse intra-granular dislocations than on grain boundaries.
Additionally, the low dislocation densities in the material lead
to a higher interstitial iron concentration after solidification,
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because there are less nucleation sites present. These conclu-
sions are directly comparable with the material from the bot-
tom of the ingot presented here in the ungettered state. While
lower IQE levels can be found directly on grain boundaries,
cells made from such a material are mostly limited by the low
intragrain IQE. According to Autruffe et al., this would be
caused by precipitation on the intragrain dislocations and by
interstitial iron present in the intragrain areas of higher concen-
tration than in the denuded zones close to grain boundaries.
Phosphorus diffusion gettering improves the overall IQE
considerably but mainly through changing the impurity con-
centration in the bulk. This can be seen both in Fig. 1 and
when comparing the profiles in Fig. 2. Only the intragrain
IQE is increased; the IQE measured at the grain boundary
remains at levels of about 50%, giving a stronger grain bound-
ary contrast. The internal gettering occurring at grain bound-
aries is probably stronger than on the sparse intragrain
dislocations. The grain boundaries, with a similar IQE as in
the ungettered state but with a higher bulk IQE, show a stron-
ger contrast and indicate that in the absence of dislocation
clusters, the impurities that are not extracted to the emitter by
PDG most probably diffuse and decorate the random-angle
and small-angle grain boundaries during the gettering process.
The majority of grain boundaries are passivated during
the process of firing with deposited hydrogen-rich layers. As
the profiles in Fig. 2 indicate, the IQE contrast on grain
boundaries is reduced during firing by reducing their recom-
bination activity, but the high intragrain IQE is not changed.
The IQE maps indicate, however, that some grain boundaries
are not passivated well. An analysis of the IQE contrast
value for 100 randomly chosen grain boundaries showed that
their distribution is indeed bimodal. The majority of the
active grain boundaries shows a reduction in contrast during
hydrogenation. This majority is dominated by random-angle
grain boundaries. About 20% of the analysed active bound-
aries have a contrast similar to that in the gettered state. In
this group, small-angle grain boundaries are the most fre-
quent, but other types, including CSL, can also be found.
The analysis of dislocation clusters in the material and
their recombination strength indicates that in the bottom of
the ingot, their effect is much smaller than in the middle or
top because of their much lower densities and a lack of larger
dislocation clusters and very few areas with dislocation den-
sities above 105 cm2.8 The effect of grain boundaries dis-
cussed above dominates in the bottom of the ingot.
B. Middle of the ingot
The middle part of the ingot, from which most commer-
cial cells are made, is more important from an industrial point
of view and as such is analysed in more detail. An overview
of the sample response to the studied processes can be found
in Fig. 3. When compared to the bottom part of the ingot, the
material in the middle performs better and the IQE maps indi-
cate that the concentration of impurities in the middle is
lower. This can be seen especially in the ungettered state,
where the middle of the ingot performs much better due to a
higher intragrain IQE, indicating a lower intragrain impurity
content. The grain boundary profile visible in Fig. 4 also
shows that there are no depletion zones near the boundaries.
Such a material results in higher IQE values in the intra-
grain areas, where after gettering, values up to 98% could be
measured, compared to 95%–96% in the grains in the bottom
part. The grain boundaries, however, show very similar pro-
files after gettering in both these ingot positions, with IQE
values at the boundary down to about 50%. Gettering clearly
increases the grain boundary recombination rates. The most
interesting difference is after hydrogenation, in the fully
processed state. When comparing the IQE and EBSD maps,
it can be seen that while in the ungettered and gettered sam-
ples, recombination occurs mostly at random-angle grain
boundaries, but in the fully processed state, more than 90%
of active GBs become well passivated and electrically inac-
tive, with an IQE contrast below 3%. This means that
random-angle grain boundaries, which are believed to be
highly detrimental to performance of cells made from
FIG. 1. Representative IQE maps from the bottom of the ingot after different
processing steps, compared to EBSD of the gettered sample (lower left). The
black, horizontal lines in the IQE maps are the contact fingers. The white
line in the IQE maps shows the position of the linescans discussed in Fig. 2.
FIG. 2. IQE profiles over the random-grain boundary marked with a white
line in Fig. 1 from the bottom of the ingot after different processing steps.
No improvement in the IQE at the grain boundary is observed from
gettering.
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multicrystalline silicon,5 are very well passivated in standard
processing in HPMC.
What remains active are mostly small-angle boundaries
as well as a small section of random-angle grain boundaries.
Parts of R3, R9, and R27 CSL boundaries also remain active.
Figure 4 shows two profiles. One is from a random-angle
grain boundary representing the well passivated grain bound-
aries and the other is from a R27 GB segment, one of the
highly active in the final state.
Like most grain boundaries in the material, the “inactive”
GB has its contrast, and thus recombination activity, increased
during gettering. The contrast increases from 17% in the unget-
tered state to 32% after gettering. After hydrogenation, it is
reduced to very low levels, about 2%, having a relatively small
effect on IQE. The activity of the “active” grain boundary is
also increased during gettering, but here, the increase is stron-
ger, from an IQE contrast of 5% to 39%. The main difference
is that hydrogen passivation reduces the contrast only slightly,
down to 27%. The GB is still visible on the map and acts as a
recombination site, affecting the overall IQE of the device.
An overview of the active grain boundary length and the
average IQE contrast of different grain boundary types is pre-
sented in Fig. 5, and additional details can be found in
Table I. The classification is based on defining the active grain
boundaries as having an IQE contrast at or above 5% and
those with contrast below as well passivated and inactive. The
average IQE contrast for a given grain boundary type is a
weighted arithmetic mean of the contrast with the active seg-
ment length of this type as weight. While many random-angle
grain boundary segments are still recombination active, they
are only a small fraction of all the RAGBs detected in the
material and their activity, and thus, the effect on cell perfor-
mance is smaller than that of small-angle grain boundaries.
Most of the active grain boundary segments show a similar
IQE contrast, but the active R27 segments show higher con-
trast values, about 33%, which is twice the average contrast of
RAGBs, and more than half of R27 grain boundaries remains
active after full processing. Cases of R27 grain boundaries
emitting dislocations have been presented in the literature, and
this can explain the higher recombination activity at bound-
aries of this type.25 Additionally, more recombination active
grain boundary segments were classified as SAGBs than were
actually measured with EBSD. This is because the measure-
ment system used in this study did not allow for precise detec-
tion of SAGB with the misorientation angle below 5. When a
recombination active boundary segment was found in the IQE
maps but could not be matched with a boundary measured by
EBSD, it was classified as SAGB. An example of this is the
dislocation cluster visible as an area with a higher density of
recombination active grain boundaries near the right, upper
corner of each IQE map in Fig. 3. This dislocation cluster is
“contained” within a grain bounded by RAGB and CSL
boundaries visible on the EBSD map, but no SAGB are
detected within. Selective etching performed on these samples
revealed a complex dislocation structure, consisting of a net-
work of unindexed grain boundaries and etch pits from dislo-
cations in their vicinity.8
As mentioned, special cases of CSL grain boundaries can
also be found among the recombination active grain bound-
aries. The fraction of boundary type that remains active in
FIG. 3. IQE maps of the analysed samples from the middle of the ingot after
different processing steps. The map in the lower left corner shows the differ-
ent types of grain boundaries as measured by EBSD on the gettered sample.
The black, horizontal lines in the IQE maps are the contact fingers. The
white lines on the IQE maps mark the profiles over which the linescans of
an active and inactive GB were taken.
FIG. 4. IQE grain boundary profiles from samples from the middle of the
ingot after different processing steps. The lines over which the linescans
were taken are shown in Fig. 3. The inactive grain boundary is of random
type, and the active grain boundary is of R27 CSL type.
FIG. 5. Sum of active and inactive GB segment lengths for each type and
average IQE contrast of the active segments. Active segments are defined as
showing an IQE contrast equal to or above 5%. The arrows in the chart leg-
end indicate the respective axis for each dataset. The analysis was performed
on an area of 375mm2, of which part is visible in Fig. 3.
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Table I shows that for CSL grain boundaries, the higher the
coincidence index is, the larger the fraction of grain bound-
aries remains active, which is in agreement with other results
reported in the literature.5,7,26 These results are similar to the
case for the bimodal contrast distribution in the bottom of the
ingot and can be probably explained with the difference in
coherence of the grain boundaries. The recombination active
segments, while some still being CSL, are macroscopically
incoherent and induce stress in the lattice, in some cases prob-
ably relaxing it with dislocations. Such cases of recombination
active grain boundaries with dislocations in their close vicinity
were found when the samples have been selectively etched for
dislocation cluster analysis.8 This macroscopic incoherence
increases the number of available nucleation sites on the grain
boundary during gettering, and a larger concentration of impu-
rities is internally gettered on them. The precipitate distribu-
tion in their vicinity could potentially change during gettering
so that more but smaller precipitates are present. This would
result in a larger precipitate surface, more difficult to passivate
during hydrogenation.
Previous studies showed that R3 grain boundaries tend
to be decorated with metals closer to the detection limit than
other types of grain boundaries, but in this study, R3 grain
boundaries with high levels of recombination activity were
found. To investigate the relation between the contamination
level on such grain boundaries and their recombination activ-
ity, two R3 grain boundaries were selected from about 80%
ingot height. One inactive and one active R3 grain boundary
before and after gettering were chosen to analyse their metal
precipitate distribution by l-XRF. The IQE maps of these
grain boundaries along with an EBSD map and the resulting
l-XRF maps can be seen in Fig. 6. Table II contains the
detection limits for the presented l-XRF maps.
The grain boundary labeled as “Inactive” showed no IQE
contrast after each processing step. The “Active” grain bound-
ary started showing strong IQE contrast after gettering and
remained recombination active after hydrogenation. The mea-
surement results can be seen in Fig. 6. In the as-grown, unget-
tered material, large areas with high Fe, Ni, and Cu contents
were found near the inactive grain boundary. After gettering,
no particles are present at the same grain boundary above the
detection limit of the technique. An opposite situation
occurred on the recombination active R3 grain boundary. No
precipitates above the detection limit were found before get-
tering, but after the gettering process, clusters of smaller metal
precipitates are visible. Only a very limited number of four
relatively small regions of interest could be analysed by l-
XRF in this study; however, the results indicate that contami-
nants are in the vicinity of this recombination-active grain
boundary, suggesting a correlation.
Previous results showing that a change in Ni contamina-
tion levels on dislocation clusters was related to a change in
their recombination strength8 are in line with these results on
grain boundaries. Strong signals from iron, nickel, and cop-
per are found on the grain boundary that is activated during
TABLE I. Fraction of remaining active boundaries of each type in the total
length of all active boundary segments and fraction of active boundaries for
each type in the total length of grain boundaries measured with EBSD for
this type. *—active GB segments visible on the IQE maps which were not
found with EBSD were classified as SAGB, and thus, more active SAGB
were found on IQE maps than measured with EBSD.
Remaining
active boundaries
Fraction of remaining
active boundaries
Fraction of this boundary
type that remain active
SAGB 36% >100% *
RAGB 32% 6%
R3 9% 2%
R9 14% 22%
R27 10% 65%
FIG. 6. EBSD and IQE of a sample
area containing R3 grain boundaries,
of which one is active and the other
inactive in the gettered and hydroge-
nated state (GþH), along with l-XRF
maps of areas in close vicinity to these
grain boundaries in two process states:
ungettered (U) and after gettering (G).
The IQE maps in the U and G state
roughly show the positions of where
the l-XRF analysis was performed
with white squares A for the active and
I for the inactive R3 grain boundary.
The l-XRF maps are displayed in the
logarithmic scale (base 10), where the
color-bars represent the exponent and
the unit is ng/cm2.
TABLE II. Detection limits for each of the l-XRF maps presented in Fig. 6.
The values are given in ng/cm2.
l-XRF map Fe Ni Cu
Inactive ungettered 9 4 5
Inactive gettered 9 4 5
Active ungettered 8 3 4
Active gettered 33 17 21
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gettering. This grain boundary remains active after hydroge-
nation. If the active R3 grain boundary is macroscopically
incoherent and contains dislocations in its structure, it results
in a different nucleation site density. On coherent R3 GBs,
there are fewer nucleation sites, and during gettering, the dis-
solved impurities are extracted to the emitter. On the inco-
herent grain boundary, the increased nucleation site density
leads to an internal gettering process, after which the recom-
bination activity on the grain boundary increases.
C. Quasi-mono part of the ingot
The material analysed in this study comes from a hybrid
ingot containing both HPMC and QM structures. The main
focus is on the HPMC part, but the QM part was also ana-
lysed. The overall effect of grain boundaries on the IQE in
the QM part was small due their nature and very low density.
Small-angle grain boundaries were found in the QM part
above the seed joint, and their misorientation was measured
to be below 5. They showed an activity very similar to
SAGB in the HPMC part, presented in Sec. III B. R3 CSL
grain boundaries could also be found in the QM part but they
showed no detectable recombination activity.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, LBIC and EBSD measurements show that
recombination activity of grain boundaries increases during
gettering and is reduced in subsequent hydrogenation. About
90% of the random-angle grain boundaries are well passiv-
ated after standard cell processing. What remains recombina-
tion active are mostly small-angle grain boundaries,
segments of random-angle grain boundaries, and special
cases of CSL boundaries, on which a lack of coherence is
suspected as a cause for increased nucleation site density.
The recombination activity in fully processed HPMC
wafers is observed to be caused by dislocations in the form
of clusters, SAGBs, and possibly as part of grain boundary
structure reducing the macroscopic GB incoherence.
l-XRF measurements of a typical inactive R3 grain
boundary and a special case of this grain boundary type, acti-
vated during gettering, indicate that the change in recombi-
nation activity might be related to the presence of metals, as
evidenced by a change in precipitate distribution on the
extended defects.
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